OUR BUSINESS

Uhlmann & Zacher has established itself in the electronic locking systems market since 1996.
With many patented product developments and system enhancements, we have set new benchmarks
in the field of transponder-based locking systems. Thus we are focussing on open and integrated
solutions in the development phase itself.

From electronic locking cylinders and door handles/

Thanks to our high degree of flexibility, we can pay

door fittings to readers, wireless modules and furniture

attention to the special requirements and requests of

locks including individual knob modules: With our wide

our customers. In this way, a series product has often

range of products, we offer the entire infrastructure,

emerged out of an individual solution developed for

including the software, required to successfully install and

a particular building that has enhanced and comple-

manage an electronic locking system. Thus, our sales

mented our existing range of products.

partners have access to a large assortment of products,
which covers all the needs of the end customer.

While developing our products, we ensure that they
are compact and suitable for commercial use. Thus,

All the products are manufactured in Waldbuettelbrunn

they blend easily with the design and ambience of the

near Wuerzburg in Bavaria and are thus originally

building. The modular design makes the installation

„Made in Germany“. But we are not just active in

flexible.

Germany. Our French sales office was setup in Emerainville, Paris, in 2014. By working together with our

Hence the building can be expanded later at any

international partners, our distribution channels include

time. When designing our locking units and related

OEM partners and integrators in addition to trained

management software, we always think about user-

dealers worldwide.

friendliness and intuitive operation to ensure smooth
process in the building.

With numerous patented product developments and
system enhancements, we, as a company developing,
manufacturing and providing consultation services in
Germany, are setting standards with our product groups
in the field of locking systems based on transponders.
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WHO WE ARE

From the idea and development including production, customer service and technical support:
Everything takes place at the headquarters in Waldbuettelbrunn near Wuerzburg.

Uhlmann & Zacher is represented by our employees.

Our goal is to always be one step ahead of the market.

Our team includes individuals who shape our products

Our ambition is to identify trends and implement the

with their ideas and transform the market requirements

requirements of the market.

into user-friendly products of the highest quality with
high commitment. Together we develop forward-thinking

With this corporate philosophy, and thanks to our

and reliable locking system concepts.

dedicated employees, we are at the forefront of setting
trends in the segment and are the fastest growing sup-

Every employee is constantly encouraged to contribute

plier of electronic locking systems in Germany.

his/her ideas to the processes and thus improve the
efficiency of work. In this way, the company was able
to grow unprecedentedly and even expand globally.

The electronic locking cylinder
with the serial number 500,000
was sold at the beginning of 2017.
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Who We Are

Carl H. Scheuermann
Head of Research and Development



Dr. Marc Zacher
Managing Director

Martin Uhlmann
Managing Director

Who We Are
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Our Products
Flexibility through modular design
A modern electronic locking system offers almost unlimited

Therefore, advanced encryption algorithms enable highly

options in the management of locking systems. Depending

secure data exchange − for your security.

on the building requirements, the focus can be, for example,
on perimeter protection or flexibility with authorisations.

We are open to the needs of our customers and the individual building schedule. We support our partners at every step

To make the application as simple as possible, all our locking

of setting up a completely new locking system or upgrading

system products are characterised by:

an existing system.

• self-explanatory use,

The modular design of our products has proven itself in the

• easy installation and

field. For example, the knob module CX6120 becomes a

• traceable management.

furniture lock, half-cylinder or double knob cylinder depending on which components are assembled.

We focus on your comfort during installation and management
as well as ensuring the security for your building.

The modular design of our locking cylinder CX6122 provides maximum flexibility to our customers. If, for example,
a new door is installed due to renovation, then only the centrepiece needs to be replaced as the cylinder length is
different. If both sides are electronically controlled in the future instead of one side, then the mechanical knob is
simply replaced by an electronic knob. The product can thus be reconfigured in a cost-effective manner depending
on individual needs.
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Our Products

Locking cylinders

Furniture Locks

Knob Cylinder

Furniture Lock

Double-Knob Cylinder
Cabinet Lock

Compact Knob Cylinder

Readers
Wall Mounted
Reader
Wall Mounted
Reader Outdoor use

Compact Half Cylinder

Automatic
Programming Terminal

Door fittings/handles

Automatic
Programming Terminal
Outdoor use
Electronic Door Handle

Infrastructure

ClexTouch Software*

Electronic Door Fitting

Programming Station

Radio Modules

Access Point

Radio Reader

Access Point LAN

* Tablet PC not included
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Our History

1990    The business idea of developing complete software

2002    During the first half of the year, all the departments

solutions for the hotel industry is born in the owner-run hotel of

move into the new building at Gutenbergstr. 2 – 4 in Wald-

the Uhlmann family. Uhlmann & Zacher GmbH is established

buettelbrunn.

by Martin Uhlmann and Dr. Marc Zacher.
In the following years, Uhlmann & Zacher provides systems

2004    Parallel to the OEM business, the proprietary brand

for the hotel industry: from the management program and

Clex prime is launched and a Europe-wide network of spe-

inventory management to POS software including PABX

cialist dealers is setup.

management.

1996    Martin Uhlmann‘s father, Günter Uhlmann, invents
the electronic cylinder. Uhlmann & Zacher develops software

the world.

for simple locking systems. This segment becomes the second

2006    The new high security cylinder combines maximum

pillar for the upcoming company.

mechanical safety with electronic flexibility. The electronic

1998    Carl

furniture lock is launched. It allows furniture such as medicine
H. Scheuermann joins the company and is

since then responsible for development.

1999    The German Patent DE19603320 is issued for the
electronic locking cylinder with centrifugal engagement.

2000    Uhlmann & Zacher shifts its activity exclusively to
the development and manufacture of hardware, electronics
and firmware for electronic locking systems.
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The knob module is being developed – for the first time in

cabinets to be integrated into the electronic locking system.

2007    The third strategic business segment of „Integrators“
emerges by creating open interfaces in the locking system
software. Uhlmann & Zacher is one of the first providers of
electronic offline solutions, who provide products with the
latest technologies of MIFARE® DESFire®.

2008    The OEM business expands further.

1990

1996

1999

2002

Establishment of

Development of software

Grant of patent for the

Relocation to the new

Uhlmann & Zacher GmbH

for simple locking systems

electronic locking cylinder

company building

Our History

2010    A „security network“ is created by introducing access

2015    The company celebrates its 25th anniversary. In the

points. Thus, diverse wireless networks can be designed.

same year, a great innovation is also launched. The electronic
door handle CX6172 goes into series production and wins

Knob modules come with a default 3-segment LED light for
better visualisation of the authorisation status. The intuitive
application makes it friendlier to use.

2011    ClexTouch

2017   At the beginning of the year, the 500,000th electronic locking unit is sold, which is a milestone in the com-

software for tablet PCs is launched.

Comprehensive software tools make facility management
a lot easier.

2012    The number of employees crosses 50.
2013     More than 300,000 electronic locking units are
already in use.

2014     The

several awards.

pany‘s history. In summer, construction is started on an annex
to the main building.

2018    The

annex doubles the total area of the company

building in Waldbuettelbrunn. New offices, production space
and a modern high-bay warehouse are established.

Today    Uhlmann & Zacher is one of the fastest growing
suppliers of electronic locking systems in Germany. More than

French office of „Uhlmann & Zacher France

S.A.S.“ is established in Emerainville near Paris.

100 employees contribute towards making true our claim
of always being one step ahead of the market. Various
patents and product launches speak for themselves. More



The electronic door handle CX6172 is showcased to the

than 600,000 electronic locking units „made by Uhlmann &

public for the first time at Security in Essen.

Zacher“ have already been reliably installed.

2008

2014

2017

2018

Expansion of OEM business

Establishment of the

Half a million locking

Annex to the

as an important line of business

French subsidiary

units sold

main building

Our History
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Our Systems
The Clex prime system
The Clex prime system is our electronic locking system with

In addition to different time zones, our Keyvi software can

transponder technology with which a variety of buildings

be used to set various parameters such as timer circuits/

can be secured.

day unlocking, automatic expiry dates, permanent engagement and other system features. In addition, a Clex prime

With up to 60,000 locking units, it meets the requirements

locking system can be combined with other Clex locking

of office, industrial and administration buildings as well as

systems or also other systems.

public buildings like hospitals, schools, universities or airports.
The Clex prime system components can exchange data
both offline as well as via the access point with the Keyvi
management software using latest encryption algorithms.

The Clex private system
Our Clex private system offers you the convenience and

On the other hand, Clex private can also be easily managed

security of an electronic locking system for small applica-

using the Keyng software. Up to 1,000 transponders can

tions, such as doctors‘ clinics, law firms or private homes.

be programmed in the programming mode into the cylinder
wall or wall-mounted reader.

It comes in two versions. On the one hand the program and
clear system, which is characterised by simple commissio
ning and operation. The lock authorisations are programmed
and cleared without software or additional devices.

The Clex public system
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Our Clex public system is intended for partners who want

Clex public offline is a ready-to-use programmed firmware

to integrate the locking units with their own system. The

that can be flexibly adapted to the needs of customers.

products can thus be flexibly configured according to the

Various parameters can be combined depending on the

individual needs, which makes it possible to offer customised

customer‘s requirements and individually customised if re-

solutions. One offline and one online version are available

quired – thus the customer can easily and quickly get custo-

in this system.

mised products.

Using Clex public online, doors can be integrated into ac-

The open protocol OSS Standard Offline also provides

cess control systems in a cost-effective manner. Clex prime,

the option of using offline locks of different brands within

Clex private or Clex public locking units can be integrated.

one system.

Our Systems
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Our Customers

Our electronic locking systems provide organised electronic access control. Our market experience extending over
many years provides our partners with the necessary security in their business relations with us. Our various strategic
business sectors guarantee the stability of Uhlmann & Zacher in the market.

Specialist dealers

Integrators

Would you like to be part of our network of selected and

With our numerous connectivity options, our products can

authorised specialist dealers? Special product training helps

be easily integrated into existing building and security sys-

you to become a trained specialist dealer of Uhlmann &

tems. As part of the overall solution, our electronic locking

Zacher. The experts of our technical support team are always

units can be integrated into existing or new systems. For

accessible to answer your queries, even on-site. We will

you as an integrator, this allows you to link several appli-

also assist you in marketing the products.

cations into one single system. Thus, many individual applications combine to form one system.

With our product groups of Clex prime and Clex private,
we offer our specialist dealers a wide range of products,

OEM

which covers all the needs of the end customer.
Are you a manufacturer of time recording terminals or do
Due to the different focuses of the products, more than two

you work in a similar industry? Do you want to expand

solutions are available to our dealers for the correspon-

your range of products under your own name? By working

ding target groups, which help in the decision-making pro-

together with a strong development partner, you can

cess for the various building types.

extend the product range for your customers.

Benefit from our experience in the market of electronic

As an OEM partner, we offer you the possibility of utilising

locking systems, which extends for more than 20 years,

our know-how to complete your range of products. Utilise

and our wide range of products!

our extensive experience and take advantage of our stability in the market. Both the partners as well as the end
customer can only win in this cooperation.

Interfaces for integration

You can choose between various interfaces:
• Radio: 868 MHz, Bluetooth® low energy (2.4 GHz)

With our different interfaces we offer our partners maximum

• Interface data: XML, RegEx, CSV

flexibility in implementation. Depending on the level of

• Physical interface: Wiegand, Clock/Data, RS485

integration, products can be integrated fully or partially.

• Firmware Library
• Clex public online
• Clex public offline/OSS Standard Offline
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Excellent Range

The electronic door handle CX6172 has revolutionised the electronic locking systems market. The complete electronics,
mechanical parts, LED signalling and the power supply have been fitted in the small space of the door handle. Due to
this extremely compact design, the product is unmatched till date. The product range of CX6172 and that of the
electronic door fitting CX6174 have already won several national and international awards.
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